
Apache Verb Construction

In contrast to the English verb, which begins with the stem (for

example "cry," to which various endings like "-ing" or "-ed" are
added), the Apache verb has the stem at the end of the word and of-

ten includes a great deal more information than the English word.
In fact, the Apache verb structure is composed of parts that can ex-

press the meaning of a complete thought or sentence in one word.
For example, -chag is the Apache stem for "cry," but one cannot
simply say chag. One would say hlshchag, hlnchag, or hichag,
etc. In hlshchag, hi- refers to present tense or progressive action
and -sA- refers to the "I" (shff), so hishchag is one word and
means "I am crying" or "I cry."

The specific order of the Apache verb parts is shown in the follow-

ing chart.
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Western Apache Verb Complex

AlthoufeK th^ rh;irt shows fourteen possible positions, one verb

form would not include all fourteen elements. Similar constructions

can be seen in English when the verb in a sentence might be one

word or many words within a phrase; and, like the elements within

the Apache verb complex, these words must appear in a specific

order, as in "He should have been working."

Using the chart as a reference, one can see the basic structure and
expansions in the following examples:

hishchag I cry/I am crying

hinchag you cry/ you are crying

hlchag he cries/he is crying

In hishchagj hi- refers to progressive action (modal), -sh- indi-

cates /, and 'Chag, the verb stem, means cry. In hlnchag, the only

change is in the reference to the subject, indicated by -n- you in-

stead of -5I2- /. The third person singular form for he, she, or it is

indicated by (no written element in the subject position).

yishtl' I talk/I am talking

yinttl' you talk/you are talking

yifti' he talks/he is talking

The 'Sh in yishtl' refers to /, just as it does in hlshchag, so

y&shtV means / talk or / am talking. Yinttl' includes -n- (in-

stead of -sh-), which means you, indicating you talk, you are

talkingy and is thus similar to hinchag, you cry or you are crying.

Yiiti' has (no expressed element) between the theme (ya-) and
the classifier (-f-) and means he talks or he is talking. The stem
for talk is -ti' which is always accompanied by the theme ya- for

distinct meaning.

Shich'l' yiiti' He is talking to me shows the addition off selec-

tions from columns #1 and #2 of the verb complex. The connbination

of terms from #1 and #2 is written as a separate word butt is still

considered part of the verb complex, just as separate wordis are

used in English to form the verb phrase.



Some column labels of the verb complex chart may seem to be repe-

titious, but pict*.cmcnt of the spccific elements is the important

aspect, especially when noting that some elements are obligatory

and others are optional for expression of any one idea.

#1 and #7 The pronouns listed in #1 may occur alone but are

most often used in combined forms where they

serve as objects to the postposition terms in #2 or

as direct objects in position #7.

#2 A postposition term in #2 is always combined with

a selection from column #1 to express to whom or

for whom something is done (indirect object) or to

refer to a place relationship such as being on, un-

der, over, or in (prepositional).

#3 and #9 Both columns #3 and #9 are labeled adverbial, but

they are listed separately because the ideas and
values need to be expressed in a specific order.

#4 The prefixes of the theme in position #4 must al-

ways be used with a particular stem or set of stems

in #14 to add distinct meaning. For example, the

chart shows y4- talk in #4 and -tl' to talk in #14;

neither one can be defined alone, but together they

mean talk. In hasdinOt^ he saved you, the stem

-t(l means to handle a live or animate being while

hasdi' refers to safety.

#5 and #6 Columns #5 and #6 have only one term each but

show the importance of specific order of placement

in the verb complex.

#8 and #12 The deictic subject of #8 and the subject pronoun of

#12 are mutually exclusive; the most common posi-

tion for the subject is #12.

#10 and #11 Although both tense and modal relate to time, the

two positions are necessary to show placement in

the combination of the future tense with the pro-

gressive mode.
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#13 The classifier is used to indicate whether the verb

is active, passive, or a state of being.

#14 The stem in #14 is comparable to the main verb in a

verb phrase.



Verb Forms for 'to Handle'

Verbs expressing action having to do with the handling of articles

employ stems that classify these articles as to size, shape, number,
etc. The stems for the most commonly used tenses and modes are

given below, in the following order: Future, Imperfective, Perfec-

tive, Repetitive. Different prefixes are used for the different kinds

of handling actions, such as to pick up, to put down, to give, to

carry, etc.

-'aah, '^siSLb, -'^f, -'ih to handle one bulky object such as a

rock, book, hat, box, etc.

He picked up the rock.

Ts66 n&idn*%%.

-dlUAnlil, 'diU/'nill, -dtlAnil, -dllAnil to handle

plural objects, animate or inanimate, such as several stones (any

size), books, puppies, ropes, etc.

He picked up a lot of books.

Naltsoos l^^go niidndil/nlL

-Jib, -Jib, 'Jaa', -fib to handle plural objects of small size

such as seeds, loose beads, coins, etc.

He picked up the change (coins).

Zbiill niidnjaa'.

-kaal, 'kaab, -kq^, -kib to handle anything in an open vessel

such as in a pail, basket, on a plate, etc.

He picked up the cookies (on a plate).

B&h llkani n&ldnk%%.

'1661, '166, -laa, -16b to handle a slender, flexible object such
as a rope, string of beads, etc.

He picked up the rope.

Tf'oot niidnlaa.

-1X6% -n6\ -n6% -n6' to handle anything of any size, number,
shape, usually used when these factors are unknown or indefinite

He picked up the things.

Itta'afehl niidnn6\
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'teel, -teeh, -t^, -t^b to handle one live object such as a baby,

puppy, bug, etc.

She picked up the baby.

Me n&idnltil

'tflh, -tllh, -t^^, 'tlh to handle a slender, stiff object such as

a pole, pencil, stick, etc.

He picked up the cane,

Gish niidntqq.

'tteet, -tfeeh, -tteg, -ttoh to handle mushy matter such as

mud, mortar, etc.

He picked up the clay.

Goshtrish niidntr^g.

~ts6, -tsee\ -tso', -tsho to handle noncompact matter such as

wool, loose hay, tangled yam, etc.

He picked up the wool
Ighaa' nildnttso'.

-tsoos, 'ts66s, 'tsooz, ~ts6s to handle a flexible and flat ob-

ject such as paper, cloth, a blanket, etc.

He picked up the blanket

Ch'lg/d niidnttsooz.



Affixes

The most important part of the verb is the stem. Those elements (or

parts of words) that come before the stem in a word are called pre-

fixes, because they precede the stem. There are also elements that

can follow the stem called suffixes, such as -go or -yugo

{inest'aaytigo "if it ripens"). Each small part of the word, each

prefix and each suffix, means something and contributes to the full

meaning of the word. It is often difficult to translate exactly what a

particular prefix or suffix means and the following list of prefixes

and suffixes is not complete, but the list is intended to supply a

key for further study into these interesting forms of this language.

d- an adverbial prefix indicating a meaning similar to

"thus," "such," "this," "that"

Ashir sL

You do that to me.

bi- for him, her, it, them (dv: yi-)

Bingon'^f.
He promised him, pianned for him.

be- (or bee when written separately) by means of

it/him/her/them
Benigolzhdh^.
Broom (that with which sweeping is done).

bi him/her/it/them
Blgonslh.

I Icnow it.

bll- with him/her/it/them (usually written separately,

but part of the verb complex)

Bll gozh^^.

He/she is happy (with him/her is joy). (Compare

with Shit gozh^^. I am happy.)

ch'l- out (horizontally, not up or down)

Ch'lnotkih.

You (PL) go out.
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dab' up on something

Dahsindaa.

You sit (as on a chair).

did- repetition

Ch'idii dldidlaago.

They (SB) gossip around.

dil- dl = inceptive; 1 = passive

Nibi'dllziih.

One who was healed.

-gee at (dv: yee)

IfchUgee.

At the place where she gave birth.

-ge' from (dv: yeO
Ha'lz'^%ge.

From noon.

-go -ing

SbldA' nlllgo bi6 yiy44'*

Being hungry, he ate the bread.

ba- up, out

HadatlzbcblinL

Offspring.

hasdi taken out, saved

Hasdidogaai.

He shall be saved.

he- one after another

Habesdill.

Those who were chosen. Those who were called out

one after another.

bl- continual

Hidaago.

Being alive.
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-hi/-bii nominalizer/that which is

Nidayilg%hL
That which is dried.

i- indefinite pronoun/somebody
Bi6 tdokeego.

He (SB) asks for bread. He (SB) is asking for bread.

11' with one another, each other

ttch'l' yidaiti'.

Talking with each other.

k'e'- extending along

K'e'eshcil

It is written, (literally, forms are extended along, in

this case in a designated pattern [writing])

'k'eh- in accordance with/in control of

Blk'ehenk^^z.

(relative to time) In accordance with the hands of the

clock.

'ki'- on it

Naltsoos tiki' asbtaa.

I wrote on the paper.

faa- reciprocal, reflective

ZaabikaL
Theygathered. They came together.

ft- theme for time

Tiidn fedihik^qzyti.

After three hours.

feh- refers to earth or ground

lehdabistil.

They buried him.

fl- reflective

DahditchU.

Offspring, (relates to birth)
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Pronouns

Apache pronouns may be independent forms, prefixed to nouns, or

combined in the verb complex as shown in the chart on pages xx-

xxi.

Whether the Apache pronouns are independent forms or parts of

combined forms, they can be classified like those of English into

first person (the one or ones who speak), second person (the one or

ones spoken to), and third person (the one or ones spoken about).

Apache does add a fourth person (the one or ones spoken about
when the particular referent is unknown to the speaker or writer).

Please see note on page xiv. As noted in the charts below, gender is

not reflected in third and fourth persons as in English; this infor-

mation is communicated through additional context.

Independent forms:

1.



Singular Plural

shiyo'



Particles

One major difference between the pronunciation of English and
Apache is the use of voice pitch or tone. English employs tone

changes to make a difference between a statement and a question or

to show different emotions, whereas Apache uses specific words or

parts of words to express these aspects.

In English, one can say, "You are going to town with me" using a

statement intonation pattern, or "You are going to town with me?" in

which the rise in intonation at the end shows that one is asking a

question.

In Apache, this is not necessarily true. A question that requires a

yes or no answer ends with the particle nee.

Another example of tone and stress adding meaning is seen in such

statements as, "John said he didn't do it," which implies that the

speaker believes that he did; or "John saidiie didn't do it," imply-

ing John might know who did. These intonation patterns come easily

to native speakers of English, but a new student of English often

needs assistance to understand this device. He or she may take to be

quite blunt what was meant to be kind or may take as a statement

what was expressed as a question. The native speaker of English, on

the other hand, sometimes thinks the Apache speaker has no emo-

tions because feelings are not stressed in the speech patterns.

Emotions are most often expressed in Apache not by intonation but

by particles, usually consisting of one syllable. In other words,

feeling is expressed by the language itself.

The particles in the following list are used frequently in Apache to

express the feelings of the speaker about what he or she has just

said or to encourage the listener to agree with the speaker.

akoh that's how it is

Go dikeMgo nohwich'l' hasdzih akoh,

Sol have spoken to you with just enough words.

So it is that I speak to you with enough words.

That's that!
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ch'ldil used in telling stories aboui events long in the past

and known to the speaker primarily through hearsay

or gossip

. . . tsee d{p diilehgo shljaa' ch'idil.

They say that four rocks are set loosely.

dagi I guess so, but Thi not sure (implies a "wait and see"

attitude, afla confirmation is welcomed)

lytg^ hatll golz66 dagi . . .

/ guess the child is a boy?

doo' come on, lers . . , (often used at the beginning of a

construction)

Dog' dadozh6h le\

Come on, let's go hunting.

ginil you know (implies that the speaker offers new in-

formation and politely softens the statement so that

it sounds less like a teacher to a small child)

Dff blk'ehgo oTaaii ntV6hi g&nlL

This watch is good, you know.

go'li* surely

SA' yu hi nlV6ego kaada'dli hi go'((\

The elderly advise us very well, surely it is true.

gtinku that's true and we know it because we see it here

before us (emphasizes that what was said is known
by personal experience, not hearsay; often used to

gain agreement in public speaking)

Did nohwigh%h dahllt% gtinku.

All of us saw; that is true.

gunla you know

Dfk'ehgo ich'ile' hi gtinla.

This is the way you make it, you know.
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bela' don't! (strong negative after verb)

Doo ifzhi' nadodah bela\

Don 't get off there!

hel^s^ try it; see if you (we) can

Hel^s4, el nii bill hf itk'lnidoldlll

Let's see if we can put that car back together.

Ai belqs^ Uk'edadoldlUgo nobwlyAtl

Mdagontt'aab shlb.

Let's see if we can put our language together and
maybe we can learn it.

lashl probably

Da' ilk'ehgo nada baa lasbl.

They probably scouted just like that.

le' let it be so (expresses encouragement and hope)

Dif k'ehgo fir notjQQ le'.

Mayyou continue to love each other.

ndaat as we both know (implies that both know what was

said to be true and the speaker seeks confirmation).

Like gAnlly it makes the assertion more polite.

Nadi atch'ishi la'lhW ndaai.

The corn is still small, you know.

s^b listen!

S^h, shlk'lsn ddd'inllni' ditub^g yu te
Isll' nl' ndfL

Listen, my brother said a long time ago this bank
was very dangerous.

S4b—hin hlgaaf hlits'ag.

Listen—it sounds like someone is coming.
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sh§' I wonder.

HatY/ 5/2§' nsi nik'eh?

I wonder what I was thinking?

shl maybe, I think so but I'm not sure (there is a little

doubt in the mind of the speaker that it is as he

says)

Ndaaz shl.

Maybe it's heavy.
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